Section 1. Title
   1. Westmont Pool Party

Section 2. Statement of Purpose
   1. This bill will provide up to $810 to cover lifeguard wages at the Westmont pool. Due to COVID restrictions, there is limited access to exercise facilities for non-athlete students and faculty. These additional wages will allow for up to three hours of additional lap swim a week for Westmont students and faculty through the end of the academic year. This number has been determined based on the maximum $15/hr wage, for an additional three hours/week for the approximately 18 academic weeks left in the year.

Section 3. Statement of Policy
   1. Up to a total of $810 will be appropriated for the enactment of this bill due to reasons and purposes stated above.

Section 4. Enactment
   1. Upon the approval and passage of this bill, the Westmont College Student Association by means of Business Manager Sarah Chan will be directed to transfer up to the amount of $810 from the “Promotions and Subscriptions” fund to cover these costs.